Teacher Tutorial
Welcome to Rex, a program for high school teachers and students to incorporate real laboratory
experiments in neuroscience in the classroom. The virtual labs, carried out by real scientists with help
from your own students, are a rich resource for inquiry-based learning, developing digital literacy,
shaping critical thinking skills, and fostering student interest in our favorite subject – science! Rex is
particularly relevant to biology and psychology classes.
The objectives for this tutorial are to:
● Serve as an ongoing reference for teachers while you implement Rex
● Provide resources to troubleshoot, support, and differentiate Rex in your classroom
● Outline guiding principles of how, when, and in what context to use Rex
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White-List the URLs
IMPORTANT!! If you want to use Rex in your classroom and your school has a firewall or blacklists
websites or URLs outside of it’s own list (including YouTube), you must give this list of URLs to your
Internet Technology department to whitelist them. This will allow you to click on the videos and other
links for access to them inside your school. The URLs are organized by experiment.
Rex URL: www.rex.duke.edu
Learning and Memory: The Three Chamber Tank Test
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqAAN1AH9H6dNUSRIg1A-0AlCKV-kXkXB
Stress and Anxiety: The Novel Tank Test
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqAAN1AH9H6eH1_o0zDPoJZQk7piQ6gSData: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqAAN1AH9H6fymrGrdnwjhqd4e92lQKpd
Spatial Learning: The Morris Water Maze
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqAAN1AH9H6ddo7vNiFvxjHDnpm-T8jzo
Development of Sense Organ Function: The Startle Response
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqAAN1AH9H6cgE4V6b8F3-_sAtR2DtoIB
Data: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqAAN1AH9H6f_HRfZDzOFJcQjyU2jJM_P
Development of Sense Organs: Neuromast Viability
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqAAN1AH9H6d1Ia0qWjLhbR5pCxMQkPEY
Gene Expression – Smoking – In Situ Hybridization (mRNA Expression)
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqAAN1AH9H6cfLUYvwpZhOeJWNQqXVrin
Fiji Software for Image Analysis (free): http://fiji.sc/Fiji
GenBank Database for finding gene sequences: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/
Polymerase Chain Reaction: http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/labs/pcr/
Gene Expression – THC– In Situ Hybridization (mRNA Expression)
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqAAN1AH9H6chhot_ljP79FdKvN7mo2ei
Fiji Software for Image Analysis (free): http://fiji.sc/Fiji
GenBank Database for finding gene sequences: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/
Polymerase Chain Reaction: http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/labs/pcr/
Other URLs
Statistics Calculator: http://astatsa.com/OneWay_Anova_with_TukeyHSD
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Logging In (www.rex.duke.edu)
You and your students log in at www.rex.duke.edu. Click the sign-up button at the bottom of the page
to make a username using your email address. Students should use their school email address as this
helps those who forget their usernames. Your entire class can use the same password, to avoid
forgetting.
Once you’ve logged in, you’ll land on the start page. There are two ways to browse for experiments—
either as a list or by theme. The browse buttons are followed by a set of General Resources common to
all experiments (downloadable). You can download this Teacher Tutorial as a PDF at the bottom along
with an animated Powerpoint file that summarizes the program. Finally, there is a list of FAQs, which
highlight potential problems and remedies. This document will help you!

Choosing an Experiment
If you Browse All Experiments there is a menu with all 7 experiments. The Browse by Theme page lists
experiments in different thematic groups. From these menus, you and your students can choose the
experiment to perform.
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Teachers’ Resources
When you click on the experiment, you will have access to several other documents in the Teacher
Resources section (students do have access to these files as well). You should take a look at each of
these supporting documents before implementing an experiment in your class. The documents are both
in pdf and docx format so that you may adapt them as you see fit and distribute them to your students.
Should you wish to make a Powerpoint for your class, all the images are found in the “Images”
Powerpoint file here. Since this is an inquiry-based program, it’s best NOT to give students any portion
of the experimental protocols until after they have completed the experiment and submitted their
notebook to you. However, the protocol document is very handy for you, since it has all the data tables
filled in with results when the scientists did the same experiments!

This is the complete
experimental protocol
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Using Rex in Your Classroom
Rex is designed for students to work in groups (but each with their own internet device) on an
experiment (although they can certainly work individually as well). Students will benefit from working
together in groups of 2-3 (4 is too many to handle with data sharing) so they can discuss and collaborate
as they proceed through the experiment. Rex can be completed with laptops, Chromebooks, tablets, or
smart-phones, however touch-screens with keyboard popups make it more difficult to see the main
pages [on touch-screen Chromebooks, you can disable the popup keyboard feature]. It’s best to use
Google Chrome as the browser, but Rex should work with other browsers as well (although there may
be some problems with loading videos and tables).

How is Rex Organized?
While each Rex protocol asks unique questions and introduces different methods, the 7 experiments
share key elements. They all have a similar structure that models the steps of the scientific process:

Experimental Plan
Background
Information

•Hypotheses
•Defining variables
•Dose Calculations

Methods

Data Analysis
Data Collection

•Perform statistics
•Make graphs

Assess Critical
Thinking

Once an experiment is chosen, students progress between steps using “previous” and “next” buttons at
the bottom of the screen, or they can jump from one step to another using the navigation menu on the
left side of the screen. Students will record everything from their hypotheses to their conclusions in
their Rex notebook, which can be opened and collapsed on the right side of the screen from any page.
In the main Rex section, any text in a red box (underneath the videos) means that students should write
something in their notebook. The red boxes specify under which notebook item number students should
record their answers, and clicking on the red box will open the Rex notebook with the relevant item
highlighted at the top of the notebook. The Rex notebook automatically saves any answers that students
have typed when they collapse it. In addition, each student’s lab notebook will save automatically,
including when they log in and out.
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Navigation bar open

Notebook open

How do Students do a Rex Experiment?
Read the Background!
After choosing the experiment, students will first read the background—a short introduction to help
them understand the problem, and how scientists use experiments to find an answer. The background
section is followed by “Neuron Function 101”, a short essay to help students learn the basics about
neurons (this is the same in all experiments). All of the experiments are neuroscience-based, so having
an understanding of the principal cells of the nervous system is important. Finally, the students will read
a short page called the Drug Primer—it’s a little information about the drug that is being studied in the
experiment. There are a few questions students must answer in their Rex notebooks to make sure they
have read the material. From a time-management standpoint, it would be best to assign the students
these 3 sections to read as homework before starting the experiment in class, but each student will
require internet access (either at home or at a school media room/library). The reading of these 3
sections will take about 15 minutes.

Experimental Design
Each experiment is guided by real PhD student scientists via embedded YouTube videos. The
researchers explain concepts, ask the students questions, and guide students through each step of the
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experiment. You and your students are encouraged to pause and re-play each video as much as needed.
In addition, written scripts (“Narration”) are provided in the Teacher Resources section for each video,
which can be printed out or read as a soft copy while students watch the videos. This resource was
developed as an accommodation for ELL students who might struggle to comprehend the video and for
students with other needs. It also might be a good idea, if resources allow, to provide each group of
students with headphones and a splitter to allow the groups to move at their own pace without
distracting other groups trying to listen to a different video.

Students participate in the design of each experiment, and are asked to write their own hypotheses,
define dependent/independent variables, and make choices for parameters such as dose, age of the
specimen, etc. They select choices from a provided list and if their choice is “correct,” it will turn red,
and will remain saved for the remainder of the experiment. Some choices will be invalid and a pop-up
window will explain why this is the case. Make sure the browser does not have pop-up blockers
enabled!
Note: Students will come up with their own hypotheses, and the scientists then discuss the hypothesis
that will guide the experiment. However, teachers may wish to explore with their students how they
might test other hypotheses that the students have proposed.
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The red text boxes will direct the students to write their selections directly in their Rex notebook
or select options from a list. Discussion about the selections helps foster decision-making skills.

Calculations (Practice!!)
After choosing the correct doses to use in each experiment, students are asked to show their
calculations in their Rex notebook for making the drug solutions and various dilutions for the range of
doses. The methods for all calculations are shown in the lab protocols for each experiment in the
Teacher Resources (and pictures of the calculations are in the “Images” Powerpoint). Remember that
students should not have access to the protocol before completing the entire Rex experiment.
However, there is a Guide to Making Dilutions in the General Resources section and there are Dilution
Worksheets (with and without answers) in the Teacher Resources section of each experiment—it is
highly recommended that you have students read the guide and practice doing dilution calculations
before doing a Rex experiment. This will introduce them to dilution calculations, which are often not
taught in biology classes, in a generic way so that they will be able to use what they learn in the Rex
experiments. A pdf and docx version of the guide is also found in the Teacher Resources section.
In the Rex experiments, the students are told to ask their teacher if they should type their calculations
directly into their online notebook OR work them out on a piece of paper (which the teacher will collect)
and type only their answers into their online notebook. As you probably know, it is difficult to type
multi-step calculations into a computer in a way that clearly shows student thought processes. You
might want to tell them to work out their calculations on a piece of scratch paper and then explain in
words how they did their calculations and what they got for their final answer in their Rex notebooks.
The ability to explain math concepts in words is an integral part to the Common Core math curriculum,
so this is a great way to incorporate cross-curricular concepts in your classroom! In addition, working
out calculations on a piece of paper with a pencil can encourage students to show more thorough steps
and helps them remember how to do the same type of calculations in the future. Whatever you choose
to do, it would be a good idea for you to instruct students how they should perform and turn in their
calculations before they begin the experiment, while you have the attention of the whole class. You
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could even write a note on the board so that students are reminded what to do when they get to this
section of the experiment.

Data Collection
In each experiment, the data are a series of photos or videos that the graduate student scientists took in
the laboratory. Note that these are the results from real experiments, and therefore might not all
conform to predictions. Due to inter-and intra-observer error, not all results for a given experiment will
be identical. Students will find out that science, while fun, can also be a bit messy!
To collect data, students will click on photos or videos for each specimen without knowing the
treatment condition (they are blinded to the treatment). The graduate student scientists explain why
this is important to prevent bias in data collection. To collect their data, students may rate behaviors of
zebrafish, trace the path a rat swims in a water maze by using a video-integrated Rex app, rate
fluorescence intensity in damaged cells under a microscope, or count the number of silver grains
indicating mRNA expression. The data collection is different in each experiment, so reading through an
experiment before using it in your classes will help you decide if the type of data collection is right for
your students.

Depending on the experiment, students can either click on side arrows to proceed to the next specimen,
or click on the specimen ID code button to open the data.
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It is important to understand the two types of data collection that occur in Rex. Subjective data are
collected based on opinion and may differ depending on the person making the measurements. For
example, in the Development of Neuromast Viability experiment, students must rate the fluorescence
intensity of each neuromast. It is possible that two students may rate the fluorescence intensity of one
neuromast differently - which is okay! However, this means that each student (or group of students)
must analyze each zebrafish larvae, instead of dividing up the samples by group and then compiling a list
of class data after everyone is finished. There are four Rex experiments that involve subjective data
collection:
●
●
●
●

Development of Neuromast Function: Startle Response & Alcohol
Development of Neuromast Viability: Cell Death & Alcohol
Gene Expression: mRNA Expression & Smoking
Gene Expression: mRNA Expression & THC

Objective data are the same no matter who is making the measurements. For example, in the Learning
& Memory experiment, students must determine whether or not the fish swims to the red or blue side
of the tank--this measurement will be the same regardless of who is making it: all students are looking
at the same pictures, and there is no ambiguity in the difference between red and blue. This means that
you may assign each student (or group of students) a subset of the 24 zebrafish (e.g., 3 groups with 8
fish per group), and then compile a list of class data at the end of the class period so that each group will
have the data for all 24 fish. There are three Rex experiments that involve objective data collection:
●
●
●

Learning & Memory: Three-Chamber Tank & Alcohol
Stress & Anxiety: Novel Tank & Caffeine
Spatial Learning: Morris Water Maze & THC

The difference between these two types of data collection is something that would be good to discuss
with your students at the end of the experiment. You could ask them to explain why data can be
compiled into a master list and shared with the class, or why it cannot. Or, you might ask how can a
subjective measurement be changed to an objective one (for example, a computer program could
measure the fluorescence intensity instead of a person making the rating). These could be additional
critical thinking questions that you have your students answer, or you might ask them to think about
and discuss these issues before starting a Rex lab.
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Data Entry into Google Sheets-Tables
In the Data Collection section in the
notebook, there are instructions to
access the Google Sheet for data entry.
Clicking the template table opens a
new tab with the Google Sheet table
prepared with headers. The template is NOT writable (blue rectangle shows View only). Students must
copy and paste the table into their own Google Sheet or Excel spreadsheet. It would be helpful if they
already have a Google Drive set up to store their Google Sheets with data filled in. Students can make
an empty Google Sheet ahead of time to save time. If they are doing the Neuromast Viability
experiment, it could be named something like this: Neuromast Viability-Data-lastname
An example of a table from the Development of Sense Organs (Neuromast Viability) experiment is
shown below.

IMPORTANT: In this experiment, as in several others, there is a lot of data to collect. To minimize the
time involved in the data collection, you could pre-fill in data from half of the subjects (consult your
Experimental Protocol for the actual data). You could either project your table onto the board, or print
out your table as a handout. Then the students can finish collecting the rest of the data.
The students can work in groups or individually to enter their data into the data tables they’ve pasted
into their Google Sheets. If students work in groups with different subjects to measure, they will have to
share their data with each other to complete the entire table.
After students have collected all of their data and you have “broken the ID codes” (the codes are found
in your Teacher Resources), they will re-sort the complete data set in their data table (instructions are in
the Guide to Use Sheets – Data Entry). You have a copy of what the table should look like in your
Images Powerpoint file or in your Experimental Protocol in Teacher Resources. You can show the real
tables to your students so they can see how their tables compare (or edit them).
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The graduate student scientists in the videos will guide the students through calculating the mean,
standard deviation (SD), and standard error of the mean (SEM) for each treatment group. The equations
for these parameters are also listed in the Data Collection item in the Notebook. Then, they are told to
present their findings in a graph (or in some cases a summary table).

Graphing Data in Google Sheets
If you have time constraints, you could make the graphing in Google Sheets (or Excel) optional, have
students graph “by hand”, or assign graphing for extra credit. The Rex instructions are intentionally
vague for this section so that individual teachers can have more control of how their students present
their data graphically. See the Guide to Use Sheets – Make a Graph (in Teacher Resources and General
Resources) for more information about how to construct a graph in Google Sheets.
It may be a good idea to do some general graphing practice with your students before they complete
any Rex experiments, especially so they are able to choose the type of graph that will best represent
their data from any given experiment. You could make some worksheets to show different types of
graphs and have students practice identifying the independent variable (x-axis) and dependent variable
(y-axis), constructing sample graphs that support a given statement, and creating the appropriate title
for their graph (i.e. the conclusion of the experiment). Don’t forget to remind students that they should
include axis labels and a key on all of their graphs!
In the Rex experiments, two types of graphs can be used to present the data. Bar graphs should be used
for any data in which students are comparing the means of different dose groups. These graphs will
generally have the dose on the x-axis and the calculated means of their data on the y-axis. For example,
in the Development of Sense Organ Function experiment, students calculate the mean score for the
startle response in zebrafish exposed to 3 different doses of ethanol or a control group. They should
present their findings in a bar graph with one bar for each dose group. Bar graphs can be used with all 7
Rex experiments, and a sample graph for the Development of Sense Organ Function experiment is
shown below.
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Note: Both Gene Expression experiments require
students to graph data from two different regions
of the brain. The data can be graphed using two
separate bar graphs, or one graph that looks like
the one here, depicted to the right.
Line graphs are often used to present data that
show a change over time. These graphs will
generally have the time (e.g., day) on the x-axis
and the calculated mean values on the y-axis. For
example, in the Spatial Learning experiment,
students are analyzing the effect of THC on the
distance the rat swims to find the hidden platform on Days 1, 3 and 5 of injections. They could present
their findings in a line graph with one line for each dose group. The Spatial Learning experiment is the
only one for which we suggest that you have your students present their data in a line graph. A sample
line graph for this experiment is shown below.

Note: Google Sheets is not very good at allowing multiple lines and placement of custom standard error
bars on line graphs (the graph above was created in graphing software). You should decide if you would
rather have your students create a bar graph for this experiment with error bars, or a line graph (with no
error bars) to better show the decline of spatial memory over time. Or, just do it by hand and colored
pencils!
Also, the stars on the graph indicated significant differences from the control group, based on the
statistical analysis. If you choose not to do the statistics, then no stars can be placed on the graph.
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If you decide not to do graphing in class, you could instead just show the students what the graph
should look like based on the data collected. The image of the graph is in your Powerpoint “Images” file
in the Teacher Resources.

Statistics
Teachers may wish to make the statistics calculations (ANOVA and post-hoc tests) optional
Statistical analyses are an essential skill in a scientist’s toolbox, and we have included some important
methods and concepts throughout the Rex experiments. We anticipate that many students may not
have prior exposure to statistical concepts, and have included a Statistics Tutorial as part of the student
resources as an introduction to key ideas. As you support your students through these exercises, we
encourage you and your students to not get “stuck” in the details. The Statistics Tutorial introduces
normal distribution, descriptive statistics, analysis of variance (ANOVA), significance (p-values and null
hypotheses), and post-hoc tests. While students may not follow each mathematical step in these
analyses, the exposure to these methods—commonly used in many scientific fields—can be
instrumental. The tutorial can be accessed from the General Resources section in Rex, or through the
link provided in each experiment.

For each Rex experiment, students will perform a statistical analysis of their data using the ANOVA and a
post-hoc Tukey HSD test. The website they will use to perform these tests is
http://astatsa.com/OneWay_Anova_with_TukeyHSD and the Rex program includes this link for each
experiment. At the end of the Statistics Tutorial there is a brief description how to use this online
calculator, but it is also shown here for you. When students click on the link for the calculator, they
should scroll down until their screen looks like this:
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They should select the k-value that is equal to the number of experimental groups they had. For
example, in the Learning & Memory experiment, the students have a control group and 3 different dose
groups of fish, so they should select “k=4” from this list. They should then un-check the blue box so that
they can input their own data, rather than using the example data, and click the button that says
“Proceed to enter your treatment data”. They will then see a screen that looks like this:
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Students can copy and paste the data from the control group in their Google Sheet table into the blue
column labeled Sample A, and the data from each dose group into the blue columns labeled Samples BD. They can do this by highlighting the boxes in their Google Sheet that contain the relevant data, typing
CTRL+C for copy, putting their cursor in the blue column, and then typing CTRL+V for paste. For example,
in the Learning & Memory experiment, each blue column should contain 6 values, representing the 6
fish that made up each experimental group. Then, they should click the button below the blue columns
that says “Calculate ANOVA with Tukey HSD, Scheffe, Bonferroni and Holm multiple comparison”. They
should scroll until they see the ANOVA table that looks like the one here and enter the values for the F
statistic and p-value from the table (boxed below) into their Rex notebook statistics table that is already
made for them (again, the table is only a template, and it must be copied into their own Google Sheet or
Excel spreadsheet).

To get the post-hoc test results (use Tukey’s test),
students should scroll down until they see a table
that looks like the table to the right. Students
should copy the Q statistic, p-value, and significance
for the treatment pairs that compare the control
group (A) to each dose group (B, C, D, etc.) into their
Rex statistics table. For the Learning & Memory
experiment, this means that students will copy
down 3 rows of data: A vs B, A vs C, & A vs D--the 3
dose groups.

Assessing Critical Thinking
At the end of each Rex experiment, students are
asked to answer a few Critical Thinking Questions in their Rex notebook. The number of questions
ranges from 4 to 9, depending on the experiment. In the Teacher Resources section there is a file with
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sample answers to the questions, so you can have discussion with the students about their own
answers.
Once students have finished, at the bottom of their notebook, there is a button view their entire
notebook. They can save it as a pdf or print it out and give it to you for review. If you have corrections,
they can return to their Rex notebook (everything is saved) and re-enter the information correctly in the
appropriate item. And then, they can reprint their notebook.

After doing an initial Rex experiment in class, you can encourage your students to explore the other Rex
experiments on their own time, maybe even for extra credit.

Specific Experiments
The instructions above pertain to all of the experiments included within Rex. Here is an overview and
some considerations that are relevant to specific experiments.

Learning & Memory: Three-Chamber Tank & Alcohol
This lab guides students through a behavioral experiment to see if
exposure to alcohol affects zebrafish memory.
There are several phases to working with the fish, and this could
be an opportunity for confusion for your students. As you are
reviewing the experiment, make note of the preference, training,
and treatment phases, and clarify these for your students if this
becomes unclear. You could also show the video from the
experiment.
Students will collect data by looking at photographs and recording
fish behavior in tables using Google Sheets. Note that when
students are collecting data, they will be blind to whether or not
the fish were exposed to alcohol (condition). The fish are
identified by a letter and number (e.g. D2). You will “break the
code” after data collection so students can sort the data by group.
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Stress & Anxiety: Novel Tank & Caffeine
Many of us have had the experience of feeling anxious or jittery after
drinking something caffeinated. This lab guides students through a
behavioral experiment to see if there is a link between caffeine and
anxiety. Instead of testing on humans, we use a “model” of human
anxiety – the adult zebrafish.
Students will collect data by watching 3-minute videos of each fish and
choose to record various fish behavior in tables using Google sheets.
Note that students will be blind to whether the fish were exposed to
caffeine (condition).
Students can choose to make up to 3 different measurements from the
video recordings of each fish:
• Latency – the length of time for the fish to first cross into the top
half of the tank
• The number of times the fish crosses the line into the top half of
the tank
• The amount of time spent in the bottom of the tank
You may want to establish a procedure for groups to share the task of data collection before you begin
the lab, especially since it will take 3 minutes to watch each fish video to get data. For example, different
groups of students can choose to measure a different behavior, and within that group, pairs of students
could measure the behaviors (watch the videos) from 6 of the 24 fish. If time permits, some groups may
be able to collect additional measurements (e.g. number of freezing bouts). You could also ask some
groups to record fewer measurements if you notice they are struggling.

Development of Sense Organ Function: Startle Response &
Alcohol
When women drink alcohol while pregnant, their children can
develop Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD), among other
disorders. This lab guides students through an experiment to
examine what happens when the developing nervous system is
exposed to alcohol. You may want to first introduce your students
to neuromasts, an important part of the nervous system in
zebrafish that help the fish sense sound and vibration (and avoid a
predator!). A nice introduction is found in the Background section
of the Rex experiment.
Students will collect data by watching a 5-second video clip for each
fish and recording the startle response (a vibrational and acoustic
reflex) on a scale of 0 – 3 (no movement to swims more than a body
length). Because the data collection is subjective, each group of
students needs to score all the fish in the experiment. This means
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there is a lot of data to collect. To minimize this problem, you could pre-fill data from half of the fish in
(found in your protocol document where the tables are all filled in) into a sample table and let the
students copy those values. This cuts down the work by half.

Development of Sense Organs: Neuromast Viability & Alcohol
Like the experiment above (Development of Sense Organ Function:
Startle Response & Alcohol), this lab examines the effect of alcohol on
the developing nervous system using zebrafish larvae as the model.
However, rather than looking at fish behavior, the students will
actually assess any damage that has occurred to the neuromasts—they
will look at the actual images taken from a fluorescent microscope.

Neuromasts are visualized using a fluorescent dye (DASPEI) and each neuromast has a conventional
numbering identification, shown in the picture below. Students will collect data from the actual
microscope photomicrographs by viewing 8 individual images of neuromasts for each fish and rating the
fluorescence intensity of each neuromast between 0 and 3. In other words, each fish will have 8 ratings
for neuromast viability. Because the data collection is subjective, each group of students needs to take
measurements from all of the photos provided. This means there is a lot of data to collect. To minimize
this problem, you could pre-fill data from half of the fish in (found in your protocol document where the
tables are all filled in) into a sample table and let the students copy those values. This cuts down the
work by half.
Note that students will add the eight individual intensities to create one total intensity rating for each
fish before performing their statistical analysis.
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Spatial Learning: Morris Water Maze & THC
This lab introduces students to a well-established test of spatial
learning in the fields of psychology and neuroscience: the Morris
Water Maze. We will use rats to see if exposure to THC—an
active component in marijuana—has an effect on learning and
spatial memory.
Students will collect data by tracking the swim path of the rat
(left) using an app in the Rex interface. The distance that the rat
swam can then be calculated from the swim path (right).
Note that students will be collecting data from Day 5, as the data
from Days 1 and 3 are provided by the scientists in their table. A
shorter distance is indicative of better spatial memory.

Gene Expression: mRNA Expression & Smoking
This lab guides students in examining whether smoking causes
changes in the brain that can be linked to addiction.
Students will examine gene expression in two parts of the rat
brain that are homologous to parts in the human brain – the
caudate-putamen and nucleus accumbens. If students are
interested in learning more about these areas of the brain,
there is a wealth of human neuroscience research on these
topics. See the image below for an example of the type of data
students will be examining in this lab.
As a part of this lab, students will look up real gene sequences
online (for the dopamine receptor) and use free software (FIJI)
to measure mRNA expression. For the data collection, students
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will measure the silver grain density within these brain areas based on where the radioactive cRNA
probes bound to the mRNA.

Mastering these technological skills and understanding the lab requires a thorough grasp of the Central
Dogma and gene expression. Thus, we recommend this lab for more advanced courses or students.

Gene Expression: mRNA Expression & THC
The methods of this lab are very similar to the ones described in
the experiment above (Gene Expression: mRNA Expression &
Smoking). Two parts of the nucleus accumbens are examined –
the “core” and the “shell” and students assess expression of the
Penk gene that plays a role in drug addiction. The data collection
also uses the free software FIJI, but students will measure optical
density (on films) within the nucleus accumbens based on where
the radioactive cRNA probes bound to the mRNA.
Note that the online protocols for both gene expression labs do
not explicitly tackle the euthanasia steps that occur between
exposing the rats to smoke and removing their brains for
analysis. However, these steps are explained in your teacher
protocol.
Resources and guidelines for discussing animal research are included in the FAQs in the next section of
this tutorial.
For the same reasons as above, we recommend this lab for more advanced courses or students.
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FAQs
This section provides answers to any questions that are general to the Rex experiments.
Q: Why can’t I see the videos?
A: Make sure you white-listed the playlists of videos for your experiment (page 2 of this tutorial) if your
school restricts URLs inside its firewall.
A: The common reason for videos not playing is using Safari - it is not a compatible internet browser
with YouTube. Use Google Chrome.
Q: Why do the videos play sometimes and not other times—or they crash after starting?
A: The internet at your school is slow or unstable. This is very common in some schools. If a video won’t
play, you could narrate the video text using your narration script in the Teacher Resources section.
Q: Why do I get a browser error when I open tables using Firefox or Safari?
A: Firefox and Safari do not always support the link to Google Sheets. Use Google Chrome.
Q: There is a lot of data to fill in for some experiments—do students have to do all of it?
A: No. You have all the data already in tables in your protocol. Copy/paste data from ½ of the subjects
into a table and project it on the board or handout the tables to students. They can collect the other ½
to save time.
Q: Why can’t I open links to certain websites, like the statistics tutorial?
A: Make sure you white-listed the URL for the statistics tutorial (page 2 of this tutorial) if your school
restricts URLs outside its firewall.
Q: What do I share with my students?
A: You are welcome to adapt digital resources to create presentations and worksheets to support your
students. However, you should not print and distribute the full experimental protocols before students
complete the experiment in order to maintain the inquiry-based nature of Rex.
Q: How do I support student discussion about animal research and animal rights?
A: Rex might be some of the first exposure students have had to real experiments using animals. We
encourage you to facilitate discussion about why scientists use animal models in research at the level
that best suits your classroom. Here are some resources!
Although student protocols do not include steps to euthanize and dispose of animal samples, your
teacher protocols do include these steps so you are prepared to answer questions, should they arise.
Note that scientists use words like “sacrifice” and “euthanize,” rather than “kill,” when discussing the
disposal of animal specimens; we encourage you and your junior scientists to adopt this language as
well. The Society for Neuroscience (SFN) has an extensive and excellent set of resources on animal
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research, from more general information to success stories. In addition, all research on vertebrates in
the U.S. is overseen by a legally-required animal care committee (IACUC) that ensures the humane care
and treatment of the research animals at all stages of their lives. You and your students can consult
documents at the Office of Laboratory Research (OLAW) for specifics on how the National Institute for
Health handles animal research.
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